Service Bulletin
June 9, 2017

16-005
06716 Version 6

2017 NSX: TQI and New Model Service Information
Supersedes 16-005, dated November 18, 2016, to revise the information highlighted in yellow.
AFFECTED VEHICLES
Year
2017

Model
NSX

Trim Level
All

REVISION SUMMARY
•

Under CLAIM INFORMATION, increased reimbursement time to 1.6 hours.

•

Under TQI PROCEDURES, Before Starting, added text to address removal of shipping cover.

•

Under TQI PROCEDURES, 1. Install the Fuses, revised note and added steps to turn off MIL once fuses are
installed.

CLIENT INFORMATION: The information in this bulletin is intended for use only by skilled technicians who have the proper tools, equipment,
and training to correctly and safely maintain your vehicle. These procedures should not be attempted by “do-it-yourselfers,” and you should not
assume this bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that your vehicle has the condition described. To determine whether this information applies,
contact an authorized Acura automobile dealer.

© 2017 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. – All Rights Reserved
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INTRODUCTION
This bulletin covers the total quality inspection (TQI) of the 2017 NSX. It includes these procedures:
1.

Install the Fuses

14.

Make Sure the Electric Parking Brake (EPB)
Works

2.

Fuel the Vehicle

15.

Check the Wheel Bolt Torque

3.

Remove the Center Console and Door Panel
Protective Coverings

16.

Set the Tire Pressures

4.

Release Shipping Mode

17.

Initialize the TPMS

5.

Fit the Vehicle on a Lift

18.

Check the Engine Oil Level on the Dry Sump
Lubrication System

6.

Inspect the Underbody

19.

Initialize the Audio-Navigation Unit Anti-Theft
Function and Set the FM Audio Unit Presets

7.

Check the 12-Volt Battery

20.

Check/Refresh the SiriusXM® Radio Dealer Demo
Service (Except in Alaska and Hawaii)

8.

Check the Brake Fluid Level and Top Off the
Windshield Washer Fluid

21.

Check the Voice System Interaction

9.

Make Sure the Trunk and Auto Pop Up Main
Switches Are Set to ON

22.

Check the Integrated Dynamics System (IDS)
Modes and the Automatic Brake Hold System

10.

Make Sure Auto Pop Up and Smart Access
Work

23.

Install the Beverage Holders

11.

Check Trunk Operation

24.

Install the Front License Plate Holder (If Required)

12.

Check the Tire Repair Kit

25.

Remove the Seat, Floor, Headliner, and Steering
Wheel Protective Coverings

13.

Check the Tool Kit

26.

Install the Floor Mats

To do the TQI of the navigation system, be sure to complete Service Bulletin 16-006, 2017 NSX: TQI of the Navigation
System.
This bulletin also includes this new model service information:
1.

VIN Location

4.

Electronic Gear Selector Operation

2.

Opening the Doors and Trunk with the Built-in
Key

5.

Hood Closing Tips and Safety Latch Location

3.

Capless Fueling System

6.

Optional Features

CLAIM INFORMATION
Reimbursement Time: 1.6 hours
NOTE: This time includes the TQI of the navigation system.
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TQI PROCEDURES
Before Starting
Review these items:
•

Perfect Delivery documents, especially the information on battery maintenance and tire pressures

•

TQI checklist in the maintenance journal

Make sure you record the TQI on the appropriate pages of the maintenance journal. The TQI is not done until this
bulletin and the TQI checklist are both complete. Note on the repair order any repairs or problems that cannot be fixed
within a few minutes.
Remove the Shipping Cover
To prevent exterior paint and body damage during shipping, this vehicle comes with a tailor-made protective cover. To
remove it requires special handling. Here are some important guidelines:
•

Be sure to remove any personal jewelry that could scratch the vehicle.

•

Find someone to help you; this is a two-person job.

•

Rocks or debris may be trapped inside the cover where it wraps under the vehicle. To prevent paint or body
damage, carefully unwrap the bottom of the cover and roll it inside out.

You will find a video showing the proper way to remove this cover in the Online University self-study module NSC15
NSX Shipping Cover Removal. If you have not watched it, be sure to do so before removing this cover.
Once you have the shipping cover removed, remove all TQI items from the trunk (floor mats, front license plate holder)
and the glove box (beverage holders).
Assemble the Keyless Remotes
The two keyless remotes and keys are separately packaged and are on the passenger’s seat. Insert a key into the body
of each keyless remote.
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Starting the Vehicle Without the Fuses
To prevent battery drain during vehicle shipping, the vehicle comes from the factory with the No. 14 BACKUP (7.5 A)
fuse and No. 29 AUDIO (10 A) fuse removed from the under-hood fuse/relay box and stored in the center console.
With them removed, the engine will not start when you apply the brake pedal and press the ENGNE START/STOP
button.
If you need to move the vehicle before doing the TQI, follow these steps:
1. Press the ENGINE START/STOP button once.

2. When the indicator blinks, touch the remote to the ENGINE START/STOP button.

NOTE: The indicator will go from blinking to steady when communication is complete.

3. Start the engine by pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button while applying the brake pedal. You must start
the engine within 10 seconds. If you press the button without applying the brake pedal, the ignition goes to
ACCESSORY.
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1. Install the Fuses
To prevent battery drain during vehicle shipping, the No. 14 BACKUP (7.5 A) fuse and No. 29 AUDIO (10 A) fuse are
removed from the under-hood fuse/relay box and stored in the center console. Make sure the ignition is turned to OFF
before installing these fuses.

IMPORTANT: After these fuses are installed, the MIL will come on and stay on. To turn it off, follow these steps:
1. Make sure the parking brake is set and the transmission is in Park.
2. With your foot firmly on the brake pedal, press the POWER button once. Wait for the READY indicator in
the instrument panel to come on.
3. Press and hold the POWER button. Wait for the READY indicator to go off.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 five times or more. The MIL should go off.

2. Fuel the Vehicle
This model comes with just a small amount of fuel in the tank. To complete the TQI, you need a minimum of 2 gallons,
so make sure you fuel the vehicle before continuing the TQI. Running with very little fuel in the tank could damage the
IMA battery or cause it not to work properly. Use only premium grade fuel with an octane rating of 91 or higher.
Make sure the No. 14 BACKUP (7.5 A) fuse and No. 29 AUDIO (10 A) fuse are installed before filling up the tank. If the
tank was filled without those fuses, turn the ignition to OFF and let the vehicle sit for 10 minutes. Install the fuses, then
turn the ignition to ON. This will ensure accurate fuel gauge readings.
If your dealership does not have a fueling station on the premises, you will need to manually fuel the vehicle from a
portable fuel container using the special funnel made for this purpose.

NOTE: Do not use the funnel from the tool kit in the trunk; it is strictly for client use. Instead, order one (or more) of
these funnels from Acura parts stock as a service tool for your shop. Order P/N 17675-TG7-A01.
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Vehicle Interior

3. Remove the Center Console and Door Panel Protective Coverings
The center console comes with a protective fabric covering. Carefully remove it without touching other interior parts.

The driver’s door comes with a protective covering that is tucked inside the edge of the door panel. To remove this
covering, flip it over the door and gently pull from the outside to avoid damage.

4. Release Shipping Mode
This model comes with shipping mode software activated by the factory. A Shipping Mode message in the driver
information interface tells you it is activated. Follow this procedure to release shipping mode.
1. Connect the i-HDS to the vehicle.
2. From the Select Mode screen, select Predelivery Inspection.
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3. From the PDI Mode Menu screen, select Shipping Mode release.

You will then see this screen telling you shipping mode is now released. The Shipping Mode message should
also disappear from the driver information interface.

4. To make sure shipping mode is released, repeat step 3. You should then see this screen telling you that
shipping mode is already released.
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Vehicle Exterior

5. Fit the Vehicle on a Lift
Due to its high-performance design and sporty dimensions, fitting this model on a conventional lift takes special
attention. This chart shows you the approximate size of the vehicle’s footprint.

To fit the lift arms under the vehicle without damage, you need to increase the ground clearance using ramps. Here is
how to fit the vehicle on a two-post electrical lift using ramps.
5. Center the vehicle on the lift and mark the wheel base on the floor with tape.

6. Back up the vehicle and position the ramps according to the wheelbase markings.
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7. Carefully drive the vehicle onto the ramps and fit the lift arms under the vehicle’s lift points. You may need to do
this several times to ensure the vehicle rests safely and securely on the lift.

8. Mark the ramp position on the floor with tape for future reference.

Under Vehicle (On Lift)

6. Inspect the Underbody
Inspect the underbody. Check for leaks and any damage to the ground effect parts, splash shields, suspension, wheels,
and tires.
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Under-Hood (Engine Cold)

7. Check the 12-Volt Battery
To ensure long battery life and that the client gets a fully charged battery, it must be checked at these times:
•

When the vehicle first arrives at the dealership

•

During the TQI (if done at a later date)

•

At regular intervals

•

Just before vehicle delivery

The positive battery terminal has a plastic cover. To avoid breaking it, open the cover as shown:

Test the battery with the ED-18 battery tester using S/B 88-016, Battery Testing and Replacement. Make sure the
ED-18 has the latest software installed before using it. See S/B 09-027, ED-18 Battery Tester Update Information.
If the test results show GR8 DIAGNOSTIC NEEDED, you must charge the battery with the GR8 battery diagnostic
station. Make sure the GR8 has the latest software installed before using it. See S/B 09-034, GR8 Battery Diagnostic
Station Update Information. To prevent damage to the battery sensor, be sure to connect the negative cable of the GR8
to the negative connection point under the hood.
Write down the GOOD BATTERY 10-digit code in the maintenance journal. During the TQI, write down the code in the
“Under Hood (Engine Cold)” section. Then, at vehicle delivery, write it down in the “Final Inspection (At Delivery)”
section.

8. Check the Brake Fluid Level and Top Off the Windshield Washer Fluid
Check the brake fluid level at the reservoir. Then, fill the windshield washer reservoir slowly until it is topped off.
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Vehicle Interior

9. Make Sure the Trunk and Auto Pop Up Main Switches Are Set to ON
Open the glove box and make sure the trunk main switch and auto pop up main switch are set to ON.

Vehicle Exterior

10. Make Sure Auto Pop Up and Smart Access Work
Auto Pop Up
1. Close both doors and the trunk, then lock the vehicle with the keyless remote. Make sure you have all the
keyless remotes with you.
2. Walk at least 15 feet away from the vehicle.
3. Wait 20 seconds, then approach the vehicle on the driver’s side. The door outer handles (both doors) should
automatically pop up when you are within 5 feet of the door.
4. Grab the door outer handle and pull it. The door should open.
5. Repeat steps 1 thru 4 on the passenger’s side.
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Smart Access
1. Close both doors and the trunk, then lock the vehicle with the keyless remote.
2. Grab the door outer handle and pull it. The door should open.
3. Repeat steps 1 thru 3 on the passenger’s side.
NOTE: Smart access works only if you are contacting the door outer handle sensor area. It will not work if you are
contacting just the end of the handle.

11. Check Trunk Operation
Trunk Release Button (On Driver’s Door)
Press the trunk release button on the driver’s door. The trunk should unlock.
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Trunk Release Button (On Trunk)
1. Unlock both doors from the master door lock switch or the keyless remote.
2. Press the trunk release button on the trunk. The trunk should unlock.

3. Lock the vehicle again, wait 10 seconds, then repeat step 2.
Trunk Release Button (On Keyless Remote)
Press the Trunk Release button on the keyless remote. The trunk should unlock.

12. Check the Tire Repair Kit
The tire repair kit is behind the tool kit in the trunk. To access it, undo the tool kit’s Velcro straps and remove the kit.
Check the expiration date on the temporary repair sealant bottle and make sure it is still good. Replace the sealant if it
has expired. Also, make sure the kit has an eye bolt, Owner Information Kit, and portable tire pump.
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13. Check the Tool Kit
The tool kit acts as a cover for the tire repair kit. Make sure it has a funnel and a wheel bolt cap removal tool. Keep in
mind both of these items are for client use only.

Vehicle Interior

14. Make Sure the Electric Parking Brake (EPB) Works
1. Turn the ignition to ON. Pull up on the Electric Parking Brake switch. The Electric Parking Brake indicator in the
instrument panel comes on. The EPB is now applied.

2. Press the brake pedal, then press the Electric Parking Brake switch. The Electric Parking Brake indicator goes
off. The EPB is now released.
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Vehicle Exterior

15. Check the Wheel Bolt Torque
1. Make sure the EPB is applied.
2. Remove all of the wheel bolt caps with the wheel bolt cap removal tool.
NOTE: Do not use the wheel bolt cap removal tool in the tool kit; it is strictly for client use. Instead,
use T/N 07AAC-T6NA100 that came with your required special tools shipment.

•

Position the tool onto the cap and push on both sides until they click into place.

•

Gently pull off the cap.

3. Using a flex-head torque wrench and deep 17 mm socket, carefully torque each wheel bolt to
170 N·m (125 lb-ft). To avoid damage, make sure there is enough clearance between the fender and your
torque wrench when turning it.
4. When you are done, install all of the caps.
Vehicle Exterior

16. Set the Tire Pressures
To prevent flat spots during vehicle shipping, the tires are overinflated. Adjust the tire pressures to 32 psi. If you are in a
cold climate region, make sure the tires are at the same temperature as the outside air before adjusting the pressures;
otherwise, the Low Tire Pressure/TPMS indicator may come on in cold weather.
NOTE: There is no spare tire. This vehicle comes with a tire repair kit behind the tool kit.
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17. Initialize the TPMS
If the Low Tire Pressure/TPMS indicator stays on with the ignition turned to ON, do this to initialize the system:
1. Start the engine, then turn it off.
2. Wait 25 seconds.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 three times.
4. Check the TPMS message on the driver information interface; the tire pressure readings should be normal.
If they are abnormally high, check for DTCs with the HDS.
Under Hood

18. Check the Engine Oil Level on the Dry Sump Lubrication System
This vehicle comes with a dry sump engine lubrication system that takes a special procedure to check the engine oil
level. To ensure an accurate reading, a certain engine temperature range and idling time must be met. To do this, follow
these steps:
1. Open the trunk and carefully remove the right side engine cover.

2. Start the engine, then select SPORT+ by turning the Dynamic Mode selector in the center console to the right
twice.
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3. Make sure the fuel tank is at least ¼ full, then park the vehicle outside and close both doors.
4. Using the selector wheel on the right side of the steering wheel, select Oil Level Check Assist on the driver
information interface.

5. Rev the engine and maintain engine speed at around 2,400 rpm to warm it up. The Warm Up bar appears,
then increases from left to right. When the target temperature is reached, it turns green. This process may take
30 minutes or more to complete.

6. With the target temperature reached, let the engine idle. The Idle Time bar appears, then increases from left to
right. When the target idling time is reached, it turns green.

7. Turn off the engine and wait 2 minutes.
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8. Remove the orange dipstick and check the engine oil level. It should read between the lowest and highest
marks on the dipstick.

9. Install the dipstick and the engine cover. Keep in mind this dipstick is directional; it slides back into the tube just
one way.
Vehicle Interior

19. Initialize the Audio-Navigation Unit Anti-Theft Function and Set the FM Audio Unit Presets
1. Do S/B 16-006, 2017 NSX: TQI of the Navigation System.
2. Enter a local FM station on all of the audio unit presets (FM1 and FM2). To enter a station, tune to it, then press
and hold the preset button on the DA screen until you hear a beep.

20. Check/Refresh the SiriusXM® Radio Dealer Demo Service (If Equipped, Except in Alaska and Hawaii)
The audio system comes from the factory activated with the SiriusXM® Radio dealer demo service. Once you install the
No. 14 BACKUP (7.5 A) fuse and No. 29 AUDIO (10 A) fuse, the system should receive the full range of available
channels. You can see a full list of channels at www.siriusxm.com.
While watching the screen, tune to several channels within the full channel lineup. If you can tune to all of the channels,
the dealer demo service is activated.
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21. Check Voice System Interaction
Audio System
1. Press and release the Talk button.

2. After the beep, say “Radio tune to 89.3 FM.” You should see 89.3 FM on the DA screen.
Climate Control System
1. Select AUTO to turn on the climate control system.
2. Press and release the Talk button.
3. After the beep, say “Driver’s temperature 68 degrees.” The navigation system should repeat the command and
you should see 68 degrees on the DA screen.
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Road Test (If Allowed by Dealer and/or Client)

22. Check the Integrated Dynamics System (IDS) Modes and the Automatic Brake Hold System
IDS
The IDS lets you select a mode based on your needs or preferences. It constantly controls the engine, transmission,
high-voltage battery, EPS, dampers, brakes, and SH-AWD™ based on the mode you select.
You can choose between four modes by turning the Dynamic Mode selector in the center console.

•

QUIET: EV Mode and Auto Idle Stop are enabled and maximized based on SOC level.

•

SPORT: Linear response. EV Mode and Auto Idle Stop are still available. Sporty driving.

•

SPORT+: Maximum response. EV Mode and Auto Idle Stop are disabled. Maximum engine note channeled to
cabin.

•

TRACK: Linear response. EV Mode and Auto Idle Stop are disabled. Maximized acceleration.

The selected mode appears on the driver information interface and each mode looks different.
Test-drive the vehicle (if allowed by dealer and/or client) to check out the various characteristics (response, suspension,
steering, sound) under each mode.
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Automatic Brake Hold System
This vehicle comes with an automatic brake hold system that keeps the rear brakes applied after releasing the brake
pedal until you press the accelerator pedal. When using this system, make sure the ignition is turned to ON and your
seat belt is buckled.
1. To turn on the system, press the BRAKE HOLD button. The BRAKE HOLD indicator in the instrument panel
comes on. The system is now turned on.

2. With the electronic gear selector in Drive or Neutral, press the brake pedal and come to a complete stop.
The HOLD indicator in the instrument panel comes on. Braking is kept for up to 10 minutes. Release the brake
pedal after the indicator comes on.

3. To cancel the system and start moving, press the accelerator pedal. The HOLD indicator goes off.

4. To turn off the system, press the brake pedal and press the BRAKE HOLD button again. The BRAKE HOLD
indicator goes off.
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The system automatically cancels under these conditions:
•

The EPB is engaged.

•

Braking is kept for more than 10 minutes.

•

The driver’s seat belt is unbuckled.

•

The engine is turned off.

•

There is a problem with the automatic brake hold system.

•

The 12-volt battery is disconnected.

•

The brake pedal is pressed and Park or Reverse is selected on the electronic gear selector.

Vehicle Interior

23. Install the Beverage Holders
The beverage holders attach to the passenger’s side of the center console. Push the tab into the slot until it clicks into
place.

Vehicle Exterior

24. Install the Front License Plate Holder (If Required)
If state regulations require the use of a front license plate, install the front license plate holder using the self-tapping
screws. The remaining four self-tapping screws are for attaching the plate.
NOTE: If the vehicle was pre-ordered by a client, be sure to get his or her permission before starting this installation.
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Vehicle Interior

25. Remove the Seat, Floor, Headliner, and Steering Wheel Protective Coverings
Carefully remove the protective coverings from the seats, floor, headliner, and steering wheel.

26. Install the Floor Mats
Install the floor mats where they belong. Be sure to place the driver’s and passenger’s floor mat eyelets over the
anchors in the floor, then turn the knobs clockwise to the lock position.

NEW MODEL SERVICE INFORMATION

1. VIN Location
The VIN is beneath the passenger’s floor mat under a cover in the floor panel.
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2. Opening the Doors and Trunk with the Built-in Key
In case of an emergency or a dead 12-volt battery, you can open the doors and the trunk using the built-in key. Keep in
mind the space for the trunk is very tight. To avoid scratches, lay a piece of masking tape on the body when using the
built-in key.

3. Capless Fueling System
This model does not have a fuel fill cap. The system is sealed with an internal flapper. To fuel the vehicle, just insert the
filler nozzle directly into the filler neck. The fuel tank seals itself again when you pull out the filler nozzle. To prevent any
back spill, wait 5 seconds after fueling stops before removing the filler nozzle.

A funnel is included to allow manual refueling from a portable fuel container. It is stored in the tool kit and is strictly for
client use. For more information, see the owner’s guide or the owner’s manual.

4. Electronic Gear Selector Operation
You select gears by either pressing or pulling up on each of the electronic gear selector buttons. Park, Neutral, and
Drive are all activated by pressing down on the corresponding letter. Reverse is activated when you pull up on the
button. Colored indicators next to each button tell you which gear is selected.
Shifting from Park to Reverse, Park to Drive, Neutral to Reverse, and Neutral to Drive can only be done with the brake
pedal applied.
Auto Park Mode
As a convenience feature, the transmission automatically shifts to Park when you turn the ignition to OFF or when all of
these conditions are met:
•

The vehicle is stopped.

•

The driver’s seat belt is unbuckled.

•

The driver’s door is opened.

Always apply the brake pedal and shift to Park when idling or exiting the vehicle. If you select any gear other than Park
with the driver’s door open and the driver’s seat belt unbuckled, Park is reengaged when you release the brake pedal.
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Neutral Hold Mode
If you need to load the vehicle onto a flat-bed truck, you can bypass Auto Park Mode by setting Neutral Hold Mode.
Here is how to do it:
1. With the engine running, apply the brake pedal and select Neutral on the electronic gear selector.
2. Within 5 seconds, press the ENGINE START/STOP button. The ignition goes to ACCESSORY and the engine
shuts off.
3. Look for the message Shift to Park in the driver information interface and N in the instrument panel. This tells
you that Neutral Hold Mode is set. You will then have 15 minutes before the transmission automatically shifts to
Park and the ignition goes to OFF. You may now exit the vehicle.

5. Hood Closing Tips and Safety Latch Location
Due to its light weight and tight fit, you may find the hood is hard to close. To make hood closing easier, place both
hands on each side of the hood, push it half-way down, then firmly push it down until it latches.
If it does not latch on both sides, release the hood and try again. Never push down on just one side; you could dent the
hood.

6. Optional Features
This vehicle does not offer AM reception or a CD player in any of the trim levels. Furthermore, both the navigation
system and SiriusXM® Radio are optional features.
END
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